
  

Face classification is  one of  the subbranches of the image classif ication in 
computer vision. It  includes a wide range of decision-theoretic approaches of  
machine learning to categorize face images into some predefined classes by 
analyzing the numerical properties of various face features.  Depending on the 
predefined classes for  the faces to be classified  into,  face classification can be 
categorized into 2 categories:  ( i)  exact measurement face classi fication, and (ii)  
abstract measurement face classification. The exact  measurement face  
classification has a  cr isp and clear definit ion of  face classes,  such as  gender  and 
identity, whereas the abstract measurement face classification has a  vague  
definit ion of face classes,  such as attractiveness.  Among the different face 
classification approaches, l inear -based approaches are known for their high 
accuracy performance , short processing time, and simplistic nature .  This study 
proposes l inear -based approaches in both exact measurement and abstract  
measurement face classification that can achieve high accuracy,  able to tolerate 
face images in some reasonable variations in pose s,  l ightings and face expression  
without compromising the speed of the algorithms.  

Chapter 2 first  presents an overview of the l inear -based algorithms. Then, i t  
describes Principal  Component Analysis  (PCA), Linear Discriminant An alysis  
(LDA) and Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLD) in detail .  

For the exact measurement face classification, this work deals with the face 
recognition,  where the face classes are either known faces (users) and unknown 
faces (intruders) for face authentication or users’  identit ies for face identification.  
Chapter 3 addresses the issues of the conventional FLD method and proposes a  



hybrid FLD methodology. The hybrid methodology combines the benefits of both 
global approaches that exploit  whole face region for face features and local  
approaches that uti l ize local features,  such as eyes, nose and mouth. In the 
proposed methodology, face images are  divided into five components i .e. ,  Fisher -
face, Fisher -eyes, Fisher -eyesnose , Fisher -nosemouth and Fisher -mouth, to  
overcome the l imitation of the conventional method in handling face images of an 
intruder.  Results suggest  that  the proposed methodology is able to achieve 99:2% 
and 98:6% of accuracy in face authentication for the AT&T and MZ datasets,  
respectively. This methodology also yielded 97:5% and 96:3% of accuracy for face  
identification in the AT&T and MZ databases, respectively.  The results of the  
proposed methodology are better than other conventional methods and other hy brid 
methods for both face authentication and face identification.  

For the abstract  measurement face classification, this work deals  with the face 
classification based on personal at tractive preference, where faces are categorizes  
into attractive, common and non attractive classes depending on how appealing the 
faces are,  for each participant.  Chapter 4 addresses the issues of the conventional  
PCA-based approaches for face classification based on attractiveness,  and proposes 
a new methodology that  uses cla ss-specific eigenfaces and image reconstruction 
method to classify both Asian female and male faces based on personal at tractive 
preference. The proposed methodology handles each class separately to obtain 
eigenfaces, which differs from the conventional PC A-based methods that  trained 
face images in all  the classes as one huge training set.  Thus, the new methodology 
is able to produce eigenfaces that contain more specific face information for each  
class when compared to those produced by the conventional meth ods. Then,  
classification is performed by measuring the similarity between the test  image and 
the reconstructed images using the class -specific eigenfaces.  From the experiments,  
while the accuracy results vary depending on the participants’ personal attrac t ive 
preference, the proposed method outperforms conventional  methods for  al l  the  
participants,  with a confidence level of 95% according to the Wilcoxon signed -rank 
test .  In the 3-class classification, the proposed method achieves improvement in 
average accuracy ranges from 7.7% to 15.1% and 2.9% to 17.4% for the female and 
male datasets,  respectively.  Also, in  the case of the 2 -class  classification, the 
improvement in average accuracy ranges from 6.3% to 17.7% and 5.2% to 16.6% 
for the female and male datasets,  respectively.  The proposed methodology not only 
achieves significant improvement in accuracy,  i ts  computational  order st i l l  remains 
the same when compared with other conventional methods.  

Finally,  Chapter 5 summarizes  this research, presents conclusions, and 
suggests future researches.


